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In each one of her works, notwithstanding their diversity in execution and form, Božica

open form, all for the purpose of an ultimate activation or rather dynamisation of the

Dea Matasić manages to achieve a distinguishable, original, authentic, and above all

surrounding space, irrespective of whether it is interior or exterior.

visually interesting combination of sculptural and multimedia-produced environmen-

In her work, Božica Dea Matasić makes equally successful use of traditional and

tal considerations. Although she sometimes presses activist or engaged strategies

contemporary materials. Her environmental sculptures most often possess marked

into service, this artist actually operates in an extended field of sculpture, and in so

organic features; they seem, ostensibly imperceptibly, but still continuously, to aspire

doing relativizes the settled perception that the material is the positive and the space

to inorganic and sometimes even figurative forms during which the active attitude to

by which it is surrounded is the negative of the entire visual situation. In the case of

space and the observer that dwells within it are never, in any way, called into question.

her environmental sculptures – and it is actually most precise to call them this – the

If we look at the oeuvre to date of Božica Dea Matasić in the context of contemporary

observer will necessarily experience the basic sculptural material and the surrounding

sculpture, the idea necessarily occurs to us about her position, one that is in many ways

space as equal and in a sense dialectical. These are, then, works that exist in the space,

unique. In her environmental sculptures, she accepts some procedures characteristic of

but also contain it, include or encompass it, and accordingly crucially affect the physical

the creation of artistic installations, by which she necessarily surmounts the barriers of

movement of the beholder.

hermetic and traditionally entrenched sculptural postulates, but always in such a way as

One should certainly foreground, as important characteristic of the whole of the crea-

never in any manner to devalue the integrity of her own initial sculptural language and

tive work of Božica Dea Matasić, her frequent use of multiplied forms that, when each

considerations. Božica Dea Matasić approaches form, that is, in a highly flexible manner,

one is looked at individually, have an incontestable autonomy, sometimes even being

as a rule subjecting it to unconventional procedures, for the sake of its enrichment and

monolithic. These individual units, however, are then deployed in precisely defined inter-

affirmation, and certainly not of degradation or negation. We might conclude that she is

relations, and ultimately the whole constellation rises above its original multiplication

an artist with a sense for space close to that of environmental artists, one who, however,

and becomes a single and organically completely rounded unit. In other words, Božica

handles form as such often with the sovereignty of a sculptor, by which her works, with-

Dea Matasić, with her perspicuous sense for composition, unites in a marvellous way

out exception, establish characteristic, impressive, optically active, many-layered and in

a number of individual, on the whole closed, forms into a new and now absolutely

some cases even tactile and interactive relations with the observer.

The challenge
of light

THE CHALLENGE OF LIGHT is an environmental installation composed
of ten sculptural elements derived from five different organic forms that
hung at different heights from the ceiling of the gallery and in this way
created the impression of free levitation in the space. The gallery was
darkened, with spots aimed precisely at each of the sculptures. Thanks
to the materials of which they were made, it seemed that the sculptures
were not passive receptors of light from outside, but were simply radiat-

THE CHALLENGE OF LIGHT

ing it. The whole environment was of a markedly contemplative character,

SC Gallery, Zagreb, 2002

to which the specially devised sound backdrop made a contribution. The

275 x 65 x 65 cm (1 pcs), 110 x 50 x 45 cm (3 pcs),

ten sculptures of epoxy resin, polyester and fiber glass

visitors were able to pass freely around and underneath the suspended

180 x 45 x 45 cm (3 pcs), 170 x 50 x 60 cm (2 pcs),

sculptures, incessantly changing, or rather, discovering, new views.

bi-elastic fabric, 2 pcs. 400 x 1600 cm

200 x 60 x 70 cm (1 pcs), side panels made of

Sleepwalkers

SLEEPWALKERS consists of a group of five sculptures of the same
shapes and materials, like those in the environmental installation The
Challenge of Light, but their set up, or the context in which they were
placed, was radically changed. Instead of the closed gallery space, in this
case there was an exterior, of Maksimir Park, Zagreb, and the sculptures
were not suspended but floated, loosely anchored to the bottom, on the
surface of an artificial pond, and instead of the constant light of the
spots, they were illuminated by the changing light of day. The observers’ viewpoints too were entirely different; instead of moving among the
sculptures, viewers could see them only from a distance and perceive
them only as a relatively compact but yet fluid whole. In this example the
author in an impressive way shows that sculptures that are identical in

SLEEPWALKERS
Maksimir Lake, Zagreb, 2002

form and execution can in diverse circumstances take on the character-

epoxy resin, glass fabric, lacquer, steel cables,

istics of entirely new works.

dimensions variable, total diameter about 500 cm

weights mobile group of sculptures,

Lucktrap

LUCKTRAP is a sculpture that has the characteristics of land art. The
artist placed a grass-coated plasticated drainage pipe in such a way
that one part of the Maksimir meadow was simply raised and took on
the form of a semi-ellipse. Looked at from a distance, it seemed to be

LUCKTRAP
Maksimir Park, Zagreb, 2003

like an apparition, but at the same time fitted perfectly well into the sur-

coated filter pipe, Ø 25 cm, 400 x 400 cm,

rounding greenery.

concrete foundation

upholstered with grass, metal construction,

Biophores

BIOPHORES consists of a group of nine suspended sculptures of organic
forms and large dimensions that the artist produced for a huge office
building. With their rhythmical twisting these sculptures create highly
dynamic interrelations, and their organic, practically phytomorphic forms,

BIOPHORES
Corporate building, corner of Vukovarska
and Lučićeva street, 2008

like their colour, green, effectively enhance the somewhat cold, aseptic

polystyrene, epoxy resin, glass fibers,

and achromatic interior composed exclusively of marble, glass and metal.

nine objects, 300 to 600 cm in length

putty, oil varnish, steel wire ropes

Mediator

MEDIATOR, like Biophores, is a suspended several-part object devised
for a lofty public interior. This time the author made use of inorganic
forms that as a result of the air currents turned slowly around, and in this
manner created discreet but interesting visual effects. The presence of

MEDIATOR
Arena Center, Zagreb, 2015
mobile object of variable dimensions
in the range of 5.5 x 5.5 x 5.5 m

such sculptures in the usual hustle and bustle of a mall had a soothing

falconboard plates, stainless steel

and almost therapeutic effect.

metal structures, print on sticker foil

cables, and rotational suspension,

Panacea

PANACEA consists of several – depending on the exhibition space – identical, 180 cm high and vertically oriented silver-grey objects in the form of
capsules. Made of plastic materials, in their lower part they are filled with
lead weights that enable them to sway without the danger of turning over.
The artist not only allows the observers to enter among the sculptures, but
invites them to rock the works, in this way producing an active interaction.
With their characteristic of being able to be freely and simultaneously set
rocking, these objects encourage the visitors to create a mass of very

PANACEA
Museum of Modern and Contemporary
Art (MAMAC), Nice, France 2011/12

dynamic but also extremely short-lasting visual constellations. Panaceas

1 – 12 pcs, led weight, polyester resin, glass

are in some sense, then, collusive with the passage of time.

180 x Ø 75 cm / pcs, cca 120 kg / pcs

fibers, gelcoat, metallic varnish

Touch keepers

TOUCH KEEPERS as their name says summon up nostalgia for the
handwork of the author and provoke in the observer the need for touch.
With their organic and extremely ramified forms, with pleasantly rounded
endings, they really do imply a kind of tactility, and the enlarged versions

TOUCH KEEPERS
Nest Studio, Zagreb, 2011

of them are always a potentially ennobling addition to every natural and

acrystal, mixed media

urban surrounding.

dimension approx 70 x 70 x 500 cm

group of interactive sculptures, total

Bottomless bags

BOTTOMLESS BAGS is a series of figurative sculptures of large dimensions with the motif of typical shopping bags. The artist makes them
out of metal, via forms linearly attenuated. The actual name and the formal characteristics of these sculptures clearly state the author’s critical
viewpoint on shopping-addiction. The visitors can enter into and pass

BOTTOMLESS BAGS
Barrel Gallery, HDLU, Zagreb 2017
five objects made of welded iron tubes, a basic
color, a black matt varnish, screws

through these gigantic bags, which embody all the traps of contempo-

pipe cross section: 3.5 x 3.5 cm, dimensions

rary consumer society.

210 x 95 x 330, 200 x 80 x 283, 280 x 105 x 284

of works: 250 x 115 x 400, 300 x 115 x 350,
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